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AquaMotion Introduces: Three Aqua-Shield™ Recirculation Kits for Single Pipe
homes for use with Outdoor Installed Tankless Heater
In the Southern Tier of the US, Tankless Heaters are installed outdoors to save on the
expensive air intake and exhaust system. The Aqua-Shield™ recirculation pump can be installed outdoors
next to the tankless heater. The heater manufacturers can now use smaller enclosures without the
difficult to service built-in pumps. The external Aqua-Shield™ pump is easily serviced by any installer.
The Aqua-Shield Recirculation Kits for Single Pipe Homes offer a stainless pump, 10 ft. line cord, fittings,
outdoor enclosure which is water, sprinkler, bug, freeze protected, with anti-tampering locking device tab.
The AMK-ODR bypass valve is installed at the furthest fixture away from the tankless. The ODR valve kit
includes hose and tee. Valve installs on the cold angle stop. The ODR valve maintains 95° F. No electricity
required under-sink, installs in 10 minutes.
AquaMotion AMH1K-7ODRXZT1 for tankless requires .5 or less gpm. Good for up to 100 ft. of total pipe
length. Has built-in timer and bypass at the pump. Includes Union Kit UK75T ¾” threaded male fittings.
AquaMotion AMH1K-7ODRXT1 ON DEMAND meets CA Title 24. Works with tankless that require .5 or less
gpm. Good for up to 100 ft. of total pipe length. Includes the AMK-WB On Demand wireless push button
and receiver. Includes Union Kit UK75T ¾” threaded male fittings.
AquaMotion AMHK-RODRXT1 ON DEMAND meets CA Title 24 works with all tankless and is good for up to
600 ft. of total pipe length. Includes the AMK-WB ON DEMAND wireless push button and receiver.
Includes FK75S Stainless 3/4" Flanges.
These recirculation systems provide instant hot water comfort and save up to 15,000 gallons of water per
year. US Designed, US built, 100% tested, NSF372 approved. 5 Patents, 2 pending.
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